Call to Order
1:09

Roll Call
Yasamin Enshaeian
Nina Alavi
Emmanuel Cabello
Maddie Hernandez

Approval of the Minutes
Maddie motions to approve the minutes of November 8th
Emmanuel seconds it

Maddie motions to approve the minutes of November 20th with corrections
Emmanuel seconds it

Public Comments
Nina

- Campus movie night will be on December 6th in SSC 212 and will be showing The Amazing Spiderman
  - Free food will be given to those who donate a gift

Officer & Advisor Reports
Erin

- ASG office room will be refurnished in the following week. So, remove and put away any personal items from the room.

New Business
• Upcoming Club – Rush (Winter Theme)
  o Yasamin:
    ▪ Maddie and her will be buying decorations for the event on Monday
      from various vendors.
    ▪ Possibly getting fake snow for the event. Might not be ideal due to the
      cleaning of it afterwards.
  o Nina:
    ▪ Suggested about buying fake-snow-cotton sheet instead. Can be
      bought from any party store.
• Club Mixer of Nov 29th
  o Were able to get rid of all pizza.
  o Yasamin:
    ▪ Most likely have a
• ICC Next Year agenda and applications
  o Yasamin:
    ▪ Most likely will have the next club mixer during the beginning of the
      semester. Once or twice a semester.
  ▪ Next Club Rush
    ▪ Talking about having next semesters club rush on February
      13th –there will also be a food truck present that day.
    ▪ Could also have one in January, but have enough time to plan
  ▪ Application for skills in relation to all of ICC and clubs.
    ▪ Brought up by Alex from Physics and Astronomy club
    ▪ Would offer a central source to know and utilize everyone’s
      skills.
• EBC Fund Request
  o Susan Ray and her club will be asking for a total of $450 for food and drink
    items to offer during their club meetings.

Debriefing

Adjournment
1:31pm